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Amphibia-Reptilia has always been through changes. Here are highlighted 
the last ones since 2003. A step by step process…
• Speeding up publication process
• Continuing on selecting the best manuscripts
• Be open and proposing rather revisions over rejecting ms
• Improving services to authors, readers, and reviewers
• Increasing international coverage
Aims
2004: Giving more weight to short notes (first step)
From grouped to individual presentation on Ingenta website
2005: From ± 500 to ± 600 pages / year + a slight page size increase
2005: From a single
to a two-column layout
2003 2005
2005: Solving space lack
From around 6 to 2 issues in the backlog
Fastest publication service, better indexing
2005: Detailling instructions to authors (+ updates each year, last one in 2011)
More details, more tips         better presented ms at first submission
A special focus for ethical concerns
2006: Giving more weight to short-notes (second step)
Providing abstract as for articles
2007: Creating a board of Associate editors
More flexibility, fastest process, less workload/editor
First members: Robert Jehle (U.K.), Francesco Ficetola (Italy), Jerry Lea (U.K.),
Thomas Madsen (Sweden), Benedikt Schmidt (Switzerland)
Then:    2009 – Marc J. Mazerolle (Canada), Caitlin R. Gabor (U.S.),
Sebastian Steinfartz (Germany)






Publisher Advisory Editorial boardExternal reviewers
2008: Launch of a professional online submission platform
Editorial manager
Editorial Manager: All data in only one system
Fast process and efficient communication 
between authors, reviewers, editors, and publisher
2009: All issues of Amphibia-Reptilia are posted on-line
all available for SEH members and subscribers
120 issues (1980 – 2011)
2009: Fastening indexing in Web of Science / Web of Knowledge
Papers are listed by ISI soon after on-line publication
Example from September 2011
2010: Fast track service in Ingenta
Posting accepted papers on-line before final publication in an issue
Time from submission to on-line publication could be very fast
(i.e. less than 6 months on average)
2011: Free colour option in pdfs
Colour still available in the paid mode for the printed version
Example from a printed issue
Open access
Self-archiving: Authors are entitled to post postprint pdfs of their papers
(i.e. the published final pdf) on their website and to archive post-refereed
preprints in official open-access repositories.
Brill is thus a green Romeo publisher
More authors would post, more researchers would read and cite papers
published in Amphibia-Reptilia.
Brill Open: Authors who wish full immediate open-access, i.e. on Ingenta 





Argentina (13), U.S. (12), 
Spain (11), Germany (7), 
Portugal (6)
2010: 122 new submissions 
Origin of corresponding author
2010: Editorial process - speed
1. Editors
Mean time between 
- submission and assignement: 3 days
- assignment and first reviewer contacted: 8 days
- assignment and first decision: 39 days
- assignment and final decision: 84 days
2. Reviewers
Mean number of days to review: 19 days
3. Authors
Mean time to revise manuscript,
- first revision: 36 days
- subsequent revisions: 16 days
365 requests to review manuscripts
- 212 positive replies (58%)
2010: Reviewers
Europe: 53%
North America: 29% 
Finding reviewers is one of the most difficult tasks…













2010: Impact factor (ISI) = 0.976















From Reviewer to Co-Editor
External Reviewers
SEH Statutes 
§5.1: The Council consists of: President, Vice-President, General Secretary, 
Vice-Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-Treasurer, First Co-Editor, Second Co-Editor, 
Third Co-Editor. 
§5.2: The members of the Council will be elected for a period of four years, or re-
elected for a period of no more than a further four years for the same council 
position 
Co-EditorAssociate EditorInternal Reviewers
constructive and fast review
broad interest in herpetology
implications into the society
availability
Two of us, first elected in 2003, end their second term in 2011
A special thanks to
Readers    - Authors     - Reviewers
Associate Editors 
(A. Ivanovic, J. Brito, G.F. Ficetola, C. Gabor, J. Lea, T. Madsen, 
M.J. Mazerolle, R. Jehle, B. Schmidt, S. Steinfartz)
Brill Publisher 
(M. Thijssen, M. Cuevas, S. Steenbeek, E. van Egmond)
Webmaster (E. Razzetti)
SEH-Council, SEH, and Herpnet members 
Günther Gollmann for his role of editor before 2003 
and for inviting two of us as editors in 2003
Much success to our successors
